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CONVERSION FACTORS, ,METRIC TO BRITISH AND BRITISH TO
METRIC UNITS OF NEASURENEiT

Metric units of measurement used in this report cami be converted to British
units as follows:

Multiply By To Obtain

centimeters 0.3937 inches

meters 3.2808 feet

Newtons 0.22 5 pounds

meter-Newt ,ns 0. 7376 foot-pounds

Newtons per square centimeter 1.4503 pounds per square inch

penetratior. resistance gradient 11.0253 0-6 in. cone "iLdex
in Newtons per cubic centimeter

British units of meazurement used in this report can be converted to metric

units as follows:

1mltiply B To Obtain

inches 2.54 centimeters

feet 0.3Mh8 me"'ers

pounds 4 .4+482 Newtons

foot-pounds 1.3558 meter-!Pvwtons

pounds per square inch 0.6895 Newtons per square centimeter

0-6 in. cone index. 0.0907 penetration resistance gradient
in Newtons per cubic centimeter
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iOTATION

B " 2eel width, cm
CI Cone index, psi

?f fflieny.dimensionless

F. Friction force at joint i, 1

P Penetration resist,_ice gradient, ::/

s Coefficient of friction betw.-een rubbur and polished steel,
Jim~nsionless [-. ,. .) --h c !

.-. Crizonta. projection of forward part of contact lc-th, c.

Tcrque, r.-.

c .... .t, ... of norr.al stress,!,

Horizontal component of resultant of norral stress, 1

aonal component cf resultant of piston force, N

.I Vertical component of res-ultant cf no.ral stress, N1

p Applied air pressure, 1/cm2

pi Inflation pressure,

F. Fioton force at joint i,

heel radius, cm

F. esultant force at joint i, :7

SSlip, percent

S. Force in slidinP shoe at joint i, II1

t. Slear to normal stress rato, dir.ensionlss

T .emultan-, of tangential stress, N

T. Horizontal component of resultant cf tangential stress, Nn
T. Tangential component of reultaInt of piston force, N

1

T Vertical component of resultant of tanL-ential stress, N
v
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I

"r Carriage speed, cm/sec

W Loa4, N
z Sinkage, cm

O Forward opening angle of soil-wheel interface, radians

Rearward opening angle of soil-wheel i nterface, radians

6 AngulZa- coordinate, radians

0 Characteristic angle of internal system

IRelative analar position of ria/ximn normal stress, dimensionless
aA normal stress at soil-wheel interface, N/cm2

" a Average normal stress at. soil-wheel interface, Nicm 2

"aM aimum normal stress at soil-wheel interface, /cm2

"0 Result&nt normal stress at sliding shoe, N/cma2

T Shear stress at soil-wheel interface, U/cm.2

¶f Frictional stresc at sliding shoe, N/cm2

w Rotational velocity, radians/sec

x
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SUMMARY

An analysis of experimentally determined normal stress distributions
beneath tires on sand revealed a st-*ong tendency for the normal stresses to
be greater in areas of higher-than-average tire rigidity. 'iis phenomenon
was most pronounced when the soil was strong and the inflation pressure was
low.

Since wheel performance is determined ultimately by the stresses at
the soil-tire interface, the question arose as to whether the observed phe-
nomenon could be used advantageously in off-road mobility research. If the
stress distribution at the interface depended largely on the rigidity dis-
tribution, then a control of the interface rigidity pattern should permit
a favorable influence on the stress distribution, and thus an increase in
the performance of the wheel.

To ex-xine t.his hypothesis, an experimental wheel was built; its per-
formance is described in this report. The control of local tire rigidity
was achieved by a system of six nonrotating hydraulic jacks inside the
w-hee! acting aeainst a fixed flexible shoe, along which the inner surface
of the tire slid as it rotated. By leading the jacks individually in a
given pattern, an interface rigidity distribution similar to this loading
pattern was achieved.

Stress concentrations at the rear end of the contact patch are ob-
viously favorable, while those at the front end are unfavorable. When the
loading pattern of the hydraulic jacks was arranged accordingly in a
roughly linear manner, tests with sand at two stretkgth levels showed that
the ,..eel with favorable rigidity distribution (high internal pressure at
the rear of the soil-wheel interface) dveveloped up to 25 percent zore VUll
than the wheel with unfavorable rigidity distribution. The greater pull
was paralleled by an efficiency increase of the same order. An analysis
of the interface geometry, which varies with the internal pressure distri-
bution, showed that the performance variation was accounted for by the in-
terface rigidity pattern alone; no influence of the interface geometry it-
self could be detected. Another important result of the tests was that
only a slight rigidity variation was found necessarj for maximum perform-
ance improvement. A rigidity variatioa beyond a given limit was ineffec-
tive. Howe'.er, the rather crude test device did not allcw a quantitative
assessment of this threshold.

The experimentvl results were checked by theoretical computations

Xiii.
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based on the vari.atien o.'ac c soi I r -i2tion prx-rrm AŽ irtril-utj n a.,- a
function of' the interfac-ý ri -iity, pa~t uýrn. F-ot'Mr thtcý c rd--r ;,. -riltud 2
of' the measured performance variat~ionc wid Li,- o! :ýýrv- trend-s are -
plaired theoretically in thiz report.

The experimental wfheel was built tc verif1Y -i hypothsizi ard 110t to c
used 'ýs a practical means, of locomotion. In fact, it is h.TA.hly prtca
and inefficient in itself', and the t'erformanc-e of convcnmticna). tires- could
not be matched. I'lowe'.er, z-ince only,, very rli1i-t riý-iciity wariations %~r-:
needed to obtai;n ýhe hi'~tperfcrmanc-, the-' prospect of' pl4~+-
principle of' con, oiled ri--idity-- in pract-ice cce=r promisi-n?,. Acri~
a schematic drawing c~f a nrjlticor-.Thxtmient tire oper:Atir- upon this prin-

ciple is presented herein.

xiv
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INUPOVI)D •T•£L Pr:RFORM•ANCE CN SArM BY

COMPROLLED CIRCUMFER-NTLAL RIGIDIf

PART I: EThIODUCTION

Background

1. If enough power is available and the dynamic vehicle response is

not a liriting factcr, the perfor2a.nce of a wheeled vehicle depends en-

tirel. on the .cecretry of the zoil-Wteel interface and the soil reaction

. .resses at this interface. -he ccnplex mechanism that determ.ines on one

..and th. .-cometry cf the soi2-whee] interface (sink.ae, tire deformations),

.sn the cther hand the entire stress situation (orientation, magntude, and

dizribution of Ztreses), and thur ulti.ately the performance of the wheel,

best described oy the ten,, "soil-wheel interaction." The engine and

transrission of a vehicle serve cnly to activate this interaction, so wheel

.erformwxe improvementr seem possible only by interfering with this mech-

anisrs in a favorable r.auner.

2. Although the cot.iiex phenomena of the soil-wheel interaction are

4ar from beirng fully understood, the .mechanism is contingent upon the soil

properties, the axle load, the ýorque, and the tire properties. Soil prop-

Serties and load are cnlenerall,' given quantities that cannot be changed.

L Tcrque input and tire properties t'hus remain for a study cf possible wheel

perfoimance irprovements. Since torque can be varied only ia quantity, but

not in quality 'at least for "scft-zoil mobiliity" problems), the possibil-

"ti.ez for vehicle perform.ance improvement over the torque input are be-

±ioved to be limited.
I3. interferin:g, with the soil-wheel interaction by :hanging the tire

properties is less simply assessed. Variations of carcass structure, tire

dimensionz, and inflation pressure car. be combined into a virtually infi-

nite number of 2oex-inaticns. Theoretical prediction of how such variations

of tire properties influence the wheel performance are impossible at the

present state-of-the-art, since th-• physical insight into the mechanism of

soil-wheel interaction is rather rudimentary. In fact, only for rigid
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wheels, the geometry cf which is particularly simple, have some ittemprs

been made to assess the physical phenomena in the neighborhood of the soil-

wheel interface and to develop theoretical concepts. Therefore, the soft-

soil mobility research with tires has been essentially ernpir3ical.
4. The relations between inflation pressure and pull/load rttio

might serve to illustrate this point. One of the established facts of noo-

bility research is that the pull/load ratio increases with decreasing in-

* flation pressure for sands, if all other parameters are constant. Lowerin:'

the inflation pressure not onty chan-es the geometrical conditions cf the

problem (increased size and a =ore horizontal overall orientation cf ti e

contact patch, and less sinkage), but also alters drastically the entire

stress picture at the soil-wheel interface. Tre norrr.Jl pressure distribu-

tion has been measured and shown to change from a one-peak type for high

inflatiorn pressures (the maxiiumu stress being near the center of the con-
tact surface) to the reverse situatior for low inflation pressures (a de-

pression in the central part surrounded by a ridge of high pressures oaong:

the periphery of the contact surface). 2 3

5.. Little is yet Pnown about the tangential stretsses, which are le..

easily determined; but the tangential stress distribution likely experi-

ences equally drastic changes when the inflation pressure is decreased.

The decrease of inflation pressure thus constitutes a severe interferenne

with the soil-wheel interaction, the results of which are unforeseeable ,.t

present by theoretical means. As a matter of fact, since the stresses at

the soil-wheel interface make a vehicle move, an explanation of increasi.i

perforrmance with decreasing inflation pressure by reference to the int-r•-

face geometry cnly is insufficient and even misleading, because it is onl:

a partial explanation that omits reference to the alteration of the ztre'c
system. The fact that lowering inflation pressure does increase the rall/

load ratio means only that the resulting stress system is not unfavorable,

or at least, that the possibly unfavorable variation in the stress systenm

is not important enough to offset the effect of the obviously improved

gecvetrical conditions.

6. The experimental wneel with controlled circumferential rigidity;

described herein, is a radically new means of interfering with soil-wheel

2



interaction. Modification of tire properties (dimension, carcass struc-

ture, inflation pressure, tread pattern, etc.) in previous studies might

be interpreted as imposing an overall condition on soil-wheel interaction.

Local conditions at the soil-*teel interface are not controlled, so that

tho magnitude and orientation of local interface stresses are left entirely

to the mechanism of the interaction within the framework of the overall

conditions.

7. The next logical step is to impose specific local conditions and

to control, in a more purposeful manner, tire properties or their varia-

tions along the soil-wheel interface. The question then arises as to which

particular tire property should be controlled locally for performance im-

provements. Theoretical reasoning and experimental evidence, presented

later in this report, led to the conclusion that the tire rigidity (stiff-

nessN) pattern at the soil-wheel interface has a major effect on the normal

stress distribution. Consequently, the concept evolved that a control of

local tire rigidity would allow direct alteration of the normal stress dis-

tribution so as to change it in a favorable wanner, and thus improve the

wheel performance.

8. This report describes the performance of a special experimental

wheel built to evaluate this concept, which proved to be successful in that

the -wheel performance could be influenced to a certain degree. The expla-

nation f%-r this, presented herein, is necessarily insufficient becmase it

is based on the radial stresz distribution alone and neglects other and

possibly more important facets of the soil-wheel interaction. The expla-

nation provides, however, a kind of qualitative understanding of the

phenomena observed.

9. The point is emphasized that the wheel described herein is not

intended to be used for soft-soil mobility in the field. It was built

to test a hypothesis rather than to serve as a practical means of loco-

motion. However, if the favorable 2ffects of controlled rigidity are

deemed worthy of pursuing in a practical sense, a line from this experi-

mental wheel to the development of a practicable soft-soil mobility tire

can be drawn.



Purpose

10. The purpose of the study was threefold:

a. To investigate experimentally the extent to which the per-

formance of pneumatic tires ,n sand can be influenced by a

c.ntrolled variation of the tire rigidity within the soil-

wheel interface.

b. To provide qualitative theoretical reasons to explain the

observed performance variations.

c. To present and discuss the concept of a multicompartment

tire -1z a practicable means of applying the idea of con-

trolled circumferential rigidity for cross-country mobility

improvement.

U. Both theoretical and experimental studies were conducted. The

theoretical investigations were general in nature, assuuming typical radial

stress distributions. The experimental testing focused on programmed

increasing-slip tests on an air-dry mortar sand at two strength levels

= 2.72 and. 4.53 N/cm3 ).* The interpretation of the test results was

concentrated on the maximum pull/load ratio, and on the efficiency of the
wheel as a load transportation device at maximum rull conditions. Various

rigidity levels and rigidity variations were inestigated.

12. Although the theoretical analysis wax based on radial stress

distribution patterns at the soil-wheel interface, no attempt was made to

actually measure these stresses. This would bave added too much cor-

plexity to the already complex test device.

• A table of f[actors for converting metric to British and British to met-
ric units of measurement is presented on page xi.
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PART II: TORETICAL COSIDEEATIONS

The Normal Stress Distribution Pattern as a

rkmction of Local Rigidity Variation

13. A possible relation between local tire rigialty and normal

stress at the soil-wheel interface -was mentioned by Freitag and Green:.

A ridge of high pressure whicb probably results from the
transmission of the load through the relatively stiff
tire sidewalls is found t( exist at each side of the
contact patch. There is a tendency, also, for an area
of relatively high stress to exist at the leading and
trailing edges of the contact area.

Although this statement speci.•fically refers to tires on unyielding sur-

faces, stress measurements on yielding soils under tires with low infla-
Stion p~ress.res show the same phenomenon of stress concentration at the pe-

riphery, of the soil-wheel interface, particularly on sand. 2' 3 ' 5

Slb~1. Fesults of tests with a given tire at the same inflation pres- •.
sure are sunm.erized for different sand strength levels in figs. 1 and 2.

;so
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WIDTH
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Fig. 1. Distribution of normal stresses across tire width
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Fig. 2. Distribution of normal stresses along the center line
of contact surface (figure from reference 2; dashed line from

reference 3)

The presmire concentration along the border of• the soil-wheel interface

is clearly recognized, this phenomenon being less pronounced in the

softer soils. In qualitative terms., the results can be characterized as

fc~los:

A. The softer the soil, the lower the peripheral maxi~m~

stress. *

b. The softer the soil, the lower the maximum variation of

stress (inclination of curves).

r The softer the soil, the love~r the a~ i ratio.*

S..

15. S o attempts have been made to explain these systematic varia-

tion in references 2, 3, and 5; and, in particular, no reference has been

made to tire stiffness in connection with the peripheral stress concentra-

tion. However, the peak stresses occurring at the leading and the trailing
edges of the interface have been interpreted in reference 5 as being asso-

Sciated with the flexin-g of the tire. This., at least. is an indirect refer-

: ence to rigidity,, since a flexed portion of the tire "leading and trailing
-edges) is stiffer with respect to radial deformations than a plane portion.

aS16. Summarizing these considerations, three coTnents appear to

contribute to the local tire rigidity: (a) inf.lation pressure,

0With the minor exceptio of the stress curve on unyielding surface in

fig. 2, which is an extreme condition.

0~6
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(b) sidewall stifhness, and (c) tire flexing. In general, the rigidity of

the central part of th#. soil-tire interface is governed by inflation pres-

sure alone. The leading and trailing edges exhibit an increased rigidity
fue to additional tire flexing, the highest rigidity occurring along the

lateral edges to which all three factors contribute concurrently.

17. Thus, the stress concentrations in figs. 1 and 2 occur in areas

the. possess a higher-than-average rigidity. For the tire on an unyielding

surface, this is true in an absolute sense in that the stresses near the
lateral edges are the highest,, and in the center the lowest.$ with a medium

stress occurring at the leading and trailing edges of the interface. For
the tire on sand, such differentiation cannot be made; there is no signifi-

cant difference, for a given soil strength, between the magnitude of the
stress aT. the lateral ze and that of the stresses at the front and rear
ends. The rear-end stresses eeem even slightly higher than those near thelateral edges.

18. To explain this, the influence of tire rigidity mast be examined

with respect to the soil strength, and certain limits of the local maxmnm

stresses that the soil is able to sustain must be assumed within the frame

of the soil-wheel interaction. Beyond these limits the rigidity variation

is ineffective. These limiting maxiium stresses obviously decrease with

soil strength, which explains the tendency of the stress curves to level

out with decreasing soil strength.

19. The same argument can be used with regard to the maximm stress

variations (inclination of the stress curves). Normal stress variations

are closely related to shear stresses. The lower the shear strength, the

less stress variation the soil can sustain; this also contributes to the

smoother appearance of the stress curves for the low-strength soils. In

the extreme case of a material without any strength (from the soil mechan-

ics viewpoint), such as water, tire rigidity variations would have no in-

fluence on the stressez, these being solely determined by hydrostatic

conditions.

20. It wwould be misleading, ho.wever, to concl-ade from this interpre-

tation that the stress distribution tends to follow, within certain limita-

tions, the relative rigidity distribution--although thi3 is exactly the

7 •4
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case for the data presented in figs. 1 and 2. For exarplc, the rigidity

of an undeformabl,ý (rigid) wheel is evenly distributed, yet the radial

stresses are far from being uniform (fig. 3). Also, edge effects similar

- 0/DIEC TION
OF/ TRAVEL

R

Ad

ZONE I: 0 a

ZONEU OOOmLco}(9)i

I Fig. 3. Representative interface stress for rigid wheel
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to those observed beneath tires have been found to exist beneath circular

steel plates being pushed into loose sand (fig. 4). This cannot be attrib-

uted to rigidity variations over the plate surface, and is probably due to

arching phenomena in the sand.

U me tr d-- 2 J CM

Fig. 4. Stress distribution beneath Z

rigid plate in sand (unpublished IU. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experi-•

ment, Station test results) i

20

30 N/"I

--I, UNIT MV WT w 0.0141 H/CM3

PEN ETRATIO Nq SPK O - 13 Ckt/ M•C

21. Thus, to evaluate the relative importance of the influence of !
rigidity variation on stress distribution beneath tires becomes very dif-

ficult. Numerous other factors probably have equal or greater effect on

the stress distribution. On the other hand, the observed agreement be-

tween rigidity and stress distribution patterns for low-inflated tires

can hardly be consi'cred coincidence. A test program in which only the

rigidity pattern is varied, with all other factors being constant, would

clarify this question. But this ideal condition cannot be flfilled, since

a change in rigidity invariably affects the size and shape of the soil-

wheel interface, as illustrated in figs. 5 and 6.

J4
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22. The stress distribution within a loose sand beneath a highly in-

flated tire is shown in fig. 5. This .ire behaves almost like a rigid

wheel, in that the deflection is rather small. 3ecause of the high infla-

tion pressure, the contribution of tire flexing and sidewall ;tiffness to
the local rigidity is comiparatively small with respect to the contrib.ation

of the inflation pressure, and the rigidity distribution can be assumed to
be uniform. Accordingly, the stress distribution is of the one-peak type
characteristic of wheels with uniform rigidity.

23. The pressure distribution beneath the same, but low-inflated,
-;ire in practically identical test conditions is shown in fig. 6. The in-

fluence of the sidewall and flexing rigidity is significant (the flexing
is also more pronounced than in fig. 5), and the maximnu stresses are

shifted from the central part of the inte.-face to the peripheral areas of

higher rigidity. But at the same time, the ma•imum tire deflection in-

creases by four times, sinkage decreases more than half, and contact

length, while remaining roughly unchanged, is shifted backward with re-

spect to the bottom dead center (compare figs. 5 and 6). To what extent

these geometrical changes contribute to the reversal of the stress distri-

bution pattern will remain an unanswered question until more is known about
the internal mechanism of the soil-wheel interaction. The geometrical and

mechanical facets of the problem are interrelated and cannot be clearly
separate-d by experimental procedures.

24. As a conclusion of this discussion, nevertheless, the assmp-

tion appears Justified that the rio.dity distribution at the tire surface,

for tires on sand, influences the stress distribution at the soil-wheel in-

terface to a significant degree. A comparison of figs. 5 and 6 suggests

that the relation between rigidity pattern and stress distribution be for-
mulated, not directly between local rigidity and stress, but in refe-ence V
to the standard stress distribution of a uniformly rigid wheel:

For wheels on sand, variations of local tire rgidity
within the soil-wheel interface terd, within ce-tain
limiatations, to shift the position of maximum normal
stress frcm its standard location in the reference case
of a uniformly rigid wheel toward the areas of higher
local rigidity.

4
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The development of the experimental whtel with controlled cir.um•fer-:ntial

rigidity, reported herein, was based upon this postulate.

Mx-.erical Evaluation

25. Tle system of forces acting_ on a podred rigid wheel is repre-

sented in fig. 7. The soil reaction forcce, arcý the resultant 1 of the

radial stresses and the resultant T of the tan.v'ential stresses, actin,- at

the soil-wheel interface. As can be seen in this schematic representation,

a rhift of 1 backwards to N as indicated, constitutes an imprc.-Yer.:!:t o:-

DOINECTION OF TRAVEL

W

P

AVMW

W rTv#NCvOTv'Iv --- 41L- NMvNv

W it tuS 6
rjV.R Cos iw?4 Cos 4 < N4

S- os._ _6
Cos •

NhCN SIN& -

- CCoS - co SIN i SU B
Rh=N SIN 6=N-_ SIN =Nh -

Cos a Cos GSIN 6

P =Th-Nh

Fig. 7. Soil reaction resultants at the soil--.teel
interface; powered rigid wheel
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"the soil reaction force system. If, for the sake of reasonirg, the result-

tt T is assumed unchanged by this operation, the shifted resultant N

is smaller than N , because N is more effective in carrying the vertical

.load W . -. e horizontal component of 5 (which is sometimes called motion

resistance) is reduced with respect to that of N for two rtasons: first,

the absolute value of N is smaller than that of N ; and second, the in-

Jcination of N with respect to the vertica. is smaller than that of N

The result of the operation is an increase of available traction force, if

all cther quantities are unchanged. This simple reasoning is presented

here as a starting considerption. A more detailed numerical evaluation,
t

presented next, shows the situation to be much more complex. In particu-

lar, the shifting of the resultant N is shown to affect other pertinent

quantitiesý, as r.ight be expected.

2iD. According to the basic hbpothesis stated in paragraph 24, the

Sposition of the resultant N is only indirectly influenced by the rigidity

distribution, the directly affected variable being the location of the may-

Sia. stress. For single-peak stress distributions, the shifting of the 1o-

cation of mrairmrux stress is equivalent to the displacement in the same di-

rection, but not for the same distance, of the resultant. The experimental

;heel, described in Part III of this report, permitted the control of local

(circlu.erential) rigidity according to a pree,.tablished pattein in order

to shift the location of the maximum stress, For the theoretical evalua-

tion of the resalts of tests with this wheel, the stress distribution at

the interface throughout the test program was assumed to be of 'he sinje-

peaL; type, such as found beneath highly inflated tires. This as.%umption is

justified by the test program, since the rigidity distribution investigated

possessed only one maximum value.*

27. To obtain an idea of the order of magnitude of the performance

vaa ations anticipated by shifting of the peak pressure location at the

tire-wheel interface, the following numerical example is used: assume the
average normal stress (a) along the contact length (average taker, over

SS-Ingle pealk refers here to the distribution along the center Line of the
tire. The distribution over the width of the tire is not relevant to the
wheel performance and was not directly controlled in the test program..

13
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width B of the rigid wheel) follows the equation (fig. 3):

Zone I: (- < 6 < ka) : o a siiT 6+
m 2 X*+8

(L)

Zone II: ( < 6 <c) :a = a cos 6 - Au
m "'2 at-A&

The above equations are distorted sine an& cosine functions, which meet at

the point (,a) of maximum stresse (a e). This type of stress distribution is

similar to that for highly inflated tires or rigid wheels.

26. For simplicity, assume further an undeforming wheel and a con-
stant mean = t ratio along the soil-tire interface, with t being the

shear stress. Load (W), pull (P), torque (M), and efficiency (E) are then

given by:

W = RB= a cos 6 d6 + to sin 6 d6 (2)

P = RB a cos 6 d6-f + sin 6 d6 (3)

M = R2 Bj tir d6 (4)

""FR(1-S) (5)

The efficiency (E), as proposed by Leflaive,6 is the raLic of energy output

(Pul x translational velocity) over energy input (torque x rotational ve-

locity) of the wheel as a traction device. Equation 5 proved very useful

in the interpretation of the test results.

29. With the abbreviations:

IT aT

14



equations !-4 yield, after integration and rearrangement:

W 1 1 (b cos0 - sin X - tb sin 0 + t cos X )

m b -1

+ ((c cos a + sin A + tc sin - t cos ) (6)

c -

R~ b2 iY

t As an example, take the numerical values:*

t=o.4

0 =0.2 a

w = 4ooo N

R = 35 cm.

B = 12cm

a = 20 N/cm2
w/R M o.4,76

Further, let • , which indicates the relative position of the maxizwm m
stress with respect to at , be the variable. The lower the value of X

the more the resultant of the stresses is shifted rearward.
30. Since the wheel is supposed to carry the same vertical load re- •

gardless of the value of X , the upper integration liridt, a , has first to

be determined as a function of X In equation 6, the value of & has to

These values are approximately equal to the conditioas in the experi-
mental wheel tests. An exact agreement was not attempted for this rough
evaluation nor was it possible, since the exact values of R and a.
were unknown. Values for 0 and C were assumed and are considered

mreasonable, based on previous Watex-oai-s Experiment Station expeerience.
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be chosen so that the right-hand part of equation u is equal to

W/RB'm 0.476 for every value of X . This has to be done by trial,

since equation 6 cannot be solved fcr y in an explicit form. The results

are given in the following table:

Table 1

So08 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0

o (radians) 0.588 0.59 0.592 0.596 0.6•02

31. This result is rather astonishing because one would expect the

contact length (and with that the sinkage) to become smaller -when the loca-

tion of the maxiiiam pressire approaches the vertical reference position,

since the radial pressures then become more efficient in carrying the ver-

tical load. It turns out, however. that for the chosen numerical example,

the load-carrying fraction of the tangential stresses is relatively- high

(about ll percent for X = 0.8). With decreasing ) values, the load-

carrying capacity of tangential stresses diminishes more than that of the

radial stresses increases, so that the contact lerath (and hence sinkage)

has to increase in order to provide the full load-carrying capacity.

32. When the values of table 1, together with the other chosen nu-

merical values, are introduced into equations 5, 7, and 8, the followir4g

results are obtained:

Table 2

STorque
M Efficiency Sinkage

P
-- R E Cos a

___ m m - 1

0.8 0.0384 0.1799 0.213 o.168

o.6 0.0539 0.1803 0.299 o.169

o.4 o.0689 0.1811 0.380 0.170

0.2 0. 0843 o.1824 o.461 0.172

0.0 0.1008 0.1841 0.546 0.176
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33. The stress distribution for X 0.4 , which represents tVe

symletrical case with respect to the total contact angle (ot + 0), is taken

as the reference distribution. From table 2, a shift of the location X

of the maximum stress backwards from X = 0,14 to X 0.2 appears to in-

crease the traction capability P of the wheel by 22.4 percent, despite

the fact that the sinkage increases by 1.2 percent. The torque remains
ntt, and the increase of efficiency, E , by 21.3 percent

(assuming the slip Is unchanged) is due practically to the pull increase

alone. The unfavorable shift forward to X = 0.6 causes pull and effi-

ciency to decrease by roughly the same percentages as those above for the

favorable shift.

34. rhe example shows that a variation of the normal pressure dis-

tribution, which can brj no means be called a dramatic change (see fig. 8),

results in a substantial performance increase. This occurs because the

resultant of the normal stress is shifted Into a more favorable position,

and the resultant of the tangential stress 1'ecomes more horizontally

oriented and thus more ef-

fective, since normal and "ERCTON

tangential stresses are oF TAtL

linked for this numerical

example by the expression

35. The increase in

efficiency has been evalu- )
ated with constant slip as-

sumed. On the other hand, I

slip and the location of

maximum radial stress are

known to be interrelated. 7

A decrease in slip causes a

decrease in ) . Therefore, X GA

the reverse might be antic-

ipated, i.e, a decrease of Fig. 8. Radial stress distribution
X by direct interference for X = 0.2 and X = 0.4
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'with the stress distribution results in a aecrease of slip. If, for the

purpose of demonstration, the slip in the reference case (X = 0.4) is as-

sumed to be 20 percent, and for X = 0.2 to be 15 percent, the incj'ease in

I efficiency would be

o.461 (l - o.15) - 0.380 •(l - 0.2) 100 = 29 percent
-- 0.380 (1 - 0.2)

instead of 21.3 percent as previously obtained.

36. In any case, a conclusion can be drawn from the numerical ex-

ample presented that a direct interference with the pressure distribution

is a worthwhile goal to be pursued. When the position of the peak pressure

can be shifted backward, the wheel not only develops higher traction capa-

bility, but does so at an increased efficiency.

37. However, as might be expected, the performance improvements are

less significant when the soil strength is high. (For an unyielding sur-

face, the effect would be practically zero.) This point is illustrated by

the results of a numerical example that dI ffers from the previous one only

in that the values a and t , which ire characteristic for the soilm

strength, have been increased by 50 percent:

t = 0.6 B = 12 em

A = .2 c am= 30 N/cm2

W = 4000 N W/RBUm = 0.318

R =35 cm

The numeric'.1 results from equations 5-8, as used previously, are summa-

rized in table 3:

Table 3

P~ll Torque
PToreM Efficiency Sinkage

P r2B E z 1 - Cos o
C1RP n 777 R

0.6 0.382 0.1217 0.175 0.695 0.072
0.4 0.386 0.1289 0.177 0.728 0.073

0.2 0.391 0.1364 0.179 0.763 0.075
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38. Although the value for soil strength has been multipli ed by a

Ik factor of only 1.5, the performance increase s small relative to the in-

crease determined at the lesser strength. The actual value of the pull in-

crease is only one-fourth a- great (5.8 pureent pull increase as compared

with 22.4 percent) when X is shifted from O.4 to 0.2. The direct inter-

ference with the stress distribution rapidly loses its advantages as soil

conditijons improve.

39. At the other extreme, the experimental wheel might be ineffec-
tive in soft soils, too, because very weak soils might be unable to sus-

tain any variation of the pressure distribution pattern, as explained in

paragraphs 18 and 19. Thus, the principle of the experimental wheel prob-

ably will apply neither in very weak nor on very firm soils. These limita-

tions leave room for possible improvements in the range of fair to poor

terrain conditions, where improvements are most needed.
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PART III: DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL WHEEL

AND TEST PROCEDURES

Experimental Wheel

I Mechanical system

40. The system adopted to achieve local control of tire rigidity is

represented schematically in fig. 9. It consists basically of six hydrau-

lic jacks arranged inside the wheel in a roughly radial manner. The ends

of the pistons &-re attached to a sliding shoe lying on the inner side of

the tire's rolling surface. The upper ends of the jacks and of the shoe

are attached to a nonrotating body, so that the whole jack-shoe system re-

mains in a fixed position with the tire sliding against the shoe. All me-

chanical connections of the system are articulated so that the system can

follow freely the various possible tire deformations. Views of the inter-

nal system of the experimental wheel are shown in fig. 10.

41. Each hydraulic jack can be made to exert a certain force through

the piston to the sliding shce. These single forces are then spread by the

sliding sh-e and converted into stresses acting with the inflation pressure

against the inner side of the tire's rolling surface. The higher these in-

ternal stresses are, the less the tire deforms under the action of external

soil reaction forces, i.e. the more rigidly the tire behaves.

42. The critical element within the system is the sliding shoe,

which has to exhibit a high flexural stiffness to sprea- the single piston

forces, but which also has to be rather flexible to adapt to the various

geometrical configurations of the tire. Finally, the shoe has to present

a very smooth outer surfa.-e to reduce friction with the rotating tire. The

solution to this problem of conflicting requirements was solved in the fol-
lowing way: the shoe consists of a rather firm rubber strip (2.5 cm trick,

8 cm wide, -rnd 60 cm long) tightly wrapped in a spiral fashion by a pol-

ished steel band approximately 2 cm wide with roughly 1 cm of overlap. In

this manner, the shoe exhibits high resistance against locally confined

bending, and thus assures a good load-spreading capebilit-j both in the

traverse and in the longitudinal directions. On the other hand, moderately
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Pig. 10. Views of' internal sys temn of' experimental wheel
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long wave bending of the shoe is practically unrestricted by this construc-

tion, and the shoe can follow the curvature of the tire as required. Also,

the friction coefficient between the polished steel and the rubber of the

smoothed inner surface of the tire is not excessive. The friction was fur-

ther reduced by partially filling the inside of the wheel with a liquid

lubricant so that the whole system operates in a lubricating bath (fig. 9).

The strain grge (fig. 9) measures the total force developed in the shoe,

but only part of it is due to friction, as shown later. The analysis of

the test results showed that the friction coefficient was approximately

0.10-0.15.

43. The Michelin X radial-ply tire was chosen for the tests. This

lw-pressure tire has relatively little sidewall stiffness; therefore, it

does not interfere excessively in an uncontrolled manner with the pre-

established pattern of rigidity distribution. In addition to this advan-

tage, radial-ply tires feature a strong rolling belt, which further in-

creases the load-spreading capability of the system. The tread pattern was

buffed smooth; the undeflected radius of the buffed tire was 34.6 cm, and

the overall width was 16.5 cm. Fig. 11 shows the assembled experimental
wheel. It is driven by the chains, which are connected to the driving

shaft of the carriage; the non-

rotating internal system is

linked to the outer frame, which

is fastened to the carriage.

Hydrauiic system

44. A schematic design

of the hydraulic system is pre-

sented in fig. 12. Air pressure

is applied to the accumulator

and transmitted through a mem-

brane to the hydraulic fluid,

the pressure of which is mcni-

tored by a pressure gage. The

Fig. ll. Assembled experimental acewlator is connected to the

.wheel master cylinder inside the
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Fig. 12. Schema of the hydraulic system
of the experimental wheel I

wheel, with a slave cylinder being intercalated. The slave cylinder has

the same dimensions as the master cylinder, its purpose being to indicate

the position of the piston of the master cylinder inside the wheel. After

calibration of the system, which has to be etone Drior to the -wheel assem-

blage, the position of the master cylinder piston can be read on th! indi-

cator board. When the position of each piston iz 'known, the geometry

along the center line of the soil-wheel interface and the static system

of -he internal forces can be determined.
2.z45. Because the rod section is 0.65 cm in area, the free area of the

piston at the rod side is less than the area at the other side (5.16 versus

5.81 cm 2, fig. 12). Accor.'ingly, the pressure in the master ard slave cyl-

inders is 0.889 times the pressure in the accumulator. The actulal force

transmitted to the sliding shoe is further reduced bV the inflation pres-

sure of L'.- tire, which acts against the fluid pressure of tha master
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cylinder inside the tire. WiLh p being the applied accumulator pressure

and pi the tire inflation pressure, the 'orce (F) in the rod of the mas-

ter cylinder is

F(N) = 0.88Cp(N/cm2') x 5.81(cm2) - i(N/cm2) x •.1.i, ) (?)

46. Imediately prior to a test, the aceuwmlators were chargecd,

according tc a preestablished schedule, with pres.3ure up to 1.-O N/c=:2 .

A high -pressure nitrogen bottle was used, bu; durini- the testing, the ac-

cumulators were disconnected from. the bottle. As a result, the cylinder

pressures and piston positions varied durira the testing, with the ma~or

variation occurring during a short otartin,° period. 7he initial setting7

was irrelevant to the actual test conditions, so continuous recordirng of

both piston displacements and pressure variation durln&7 the test was neces-

sary. Mounted at the ca-riage was a tape-reccrding- televizion camera that

monitored the piston positions anid the pressures az indic'" Žd cn the indi-

cator board (fig. 12).

Static sysi. am

47. The piston forces as computed from equation 9 cannot be treated

directly in terms of local rigidity. Firstly, these piston forces ruijht

have a considerable tangential co,;.ponen+. due to the nerr'adial arrazrement

of the hydraulic jacks (see fig. 9) as well aZ to the noncircular cha•e of

the deformed tire. Only the normal components of these local internal

forces are of concern, and their determination ne essitates the exact

knowledge of the jack-tire configuration. This problPm is Parther dic-

" mcssed in Part IV of this report. For demonstration, a eirculrs tire shape

is assumed here.

48. Secondly, the piston forces (P.) are not the only mechanical

forces acting on the indi-, ual joints (labeled A-F in fig. 9). The other

forces involved are (fig. 13):

a. Tensile forces (Si) cf the sliding shoe.

b. Tire-shoe friction forces (F

c. Resulting tire reaction forces (Ri).

The forces Fi and Ri are actually resultants of the shear (Tf) and
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a FORCErS •C-T#NG AT JOINT & b FORC POLYGON

SF19. 13. Forces acting at articulated joint of expeximental wheel

normal stresses (a s) at the shoe-tire interface as show'n Lin fig. 13. For

simplicity, all fo_, :; are assumed to act directly at, the joint. Because

of the free articulation of these joints, the orientation of the tensile

forces, Si , is known to pass through the neighboring joints. Thereforc,

if the geometric conditions are .known in the neighborhood, of a given joint,

the orien-tation of all forces acting on that joint are kmcn.un However, ex-

cept for P. , which is known from eT.uation 9 and which can be aecorroosed
into its normal and tangential compnents, N. and Ti , the magnitudes of

t~he four rennmining forces are unknown and must be determined from the equi-
librium conditions at the joint. a

s9 s Principles of graphic statics were used so that the equilibrium

condithon could be representhe j by a closed poygon of the forces involved,

such as shown in knwg. 13b. R. is the ir,.2 of concern thatj acts through

1i

the sliding shoe upon the inner surface of the tire and thus contributes to

the local rigidity. Also, Rc , and not the force P. , determines the

friction at the sliding shoe; therefcre, the friction force Fi is .nown

to be
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iF. = k R. (10)

with k the coefficient of friction between rubber and polished steel.

50. Relation 10 reduces the nuriber of unknown forces to three--

Si , Si+1 , and Ri . However, the problem is solvable only for two un-

known forces, and the solution presented in fig. 13b is therefore not

unique. It was actually based on the arbitrary decisien on the iengtn
of one vector, for example, S. . On the other hand, the whole system

1is in a diflinite equilibrium. T1he R.i forces can be determined only
by a consideration of the whole system (fig. lhW rather than by con-

sideration of the individual joints separately.

NN

" +

\ 
1

F 1 f t
"A S

Fig. 14. Se:hema of the static system of

the experimental wheel
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51. In fact, for the two particular joints A and F in fig. 14

the third force is known. For the joint A , the force S is measured by
1

the strain gage reading S:

I! = 2 sin )

and for the joint F , the tensile force S= . The unknown forces
7

. , Fi , and S. can be determined by graphic construction, according to

fig. 13b, using relation 10 with an estimated friction coefficient kS .

.1e force S then is knc-n, the vector polygon for the joint B can be

ifawn. and the same procedures can be used from joint to joint. The so-

luticn depends on the correct estimate of k which is controlled by

the condition that no rest force shouli remain for the joint F . In

other words, the correct solution is obtained if the force .7 (Vwhich

represents the tensionless free end of the sliding shoe) equals zero.

Otherwise, the procedure has to be repeated with an improved estimate of

the friction coefficient k

52. By using the forces Si drawn from the previous step %'or the

next step, i.e. by iinking the individual vector polygons, the gFaphic so-

lution for the case given in fig. !4 is shown in fig. 15. For k. = 0.10.

there remains a positive tensile force S of 280 N (fig. 15a), which is
7

reduced to S. 50 N by using k 0.15 (fig. !5b!. A friction coef-

ficient of ks-O.16 would give the correct solution with S7= 0

53. A comparison of the solutions (figs. 15a and 15b) indicates, how-

ever, that the magnitude of the forces Ri are not too sensibly affected

by a variation of k. There is no necessity, therefore, to push the ex-

actitude of the graphic construction too far, and a simplified method could

be devised, consisting of handling force Ti as parallel to Si and force

Fi as parallel to Si+I . This considerably reduces the complexity of the

graphic .•oluticn, as shown in fig. 16. The error in forces Ri involved

by using the simlified method is only about 2 percent (corare fig. 16a

with fig. 15b). A detailed description of the procedures used in the

simplified graphic solution is given in Appendix A.
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Fig. 15. Graphic solution of tie internal force s.vstem
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Fig. li. Simplified solution to determine the resultant fcrces
at tl;e articulated jIcints of the experimental wheel
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i
Test Procedures

S54. The experimental wheel was constructed to fit into the test car-

I riage in the D. C. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station mobility test

facility. Programmed increasing-slip tests were performed on an air-dry

sand (mortar sand), classified SP under the Unified Soil Classification

- System. The sand was prepared at two strength levels with penetration re-

sistance gradients (G) of approximately 2.72 and 4.53 N/cm3 (0-6 in. cone

index of 30 and 50, respectively). The equipment, soil preparation pro-

cedures, and test techniques have been described by McRae, Powell, and

Wismer.
8

55. The test setap is shown in fig. 17. The television camera was

arranged so that the six pressure gages and the six position indicators,

i.e. the piston rods of the slave cylinders, cotld be photograpned simal-

tanecusly on tape. Station indications were marked on the rail and also

appeared on the tape so that all readings could be correlated with the sta-

tions and thus with slip. To minimize the influence of inflation pressure

Ii

Io

Fig. 17. Test setup
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with respect to the pressure distribution of the internal system, the tests

were run with an inflation pressure of approximately 3.75 N/cm (4 psi)

only. With this low inflation pressure, the tire had to be held against

the wheel rim by adhesive tape along its sidewalls to prevent tire-bead

slippage (fig. 17). This tape was replaced after each tiwo tests.

56. For the internal pressure distribution system to be effective,

the contact length, and thus sinkage of the tire, had to be relatively

large. Therefore, all tests were run with a high axle load: 4 0 00 N (rec-

ormended ,naximum design load) for the higher strength soil and 3550 N for

the lower strength soil. To prevent damage of the delicate internal sys-

tem, the following loading procedure was adopted. Inflation pressure of

approximately 12 N/cm2 was applied, and the wheel was loaded with roughly

half of the test load; then, the individual jacks were loaded by charging

half of the test pressures at the accumilators, beginning with jack No. 6

(fig. 9). Next, the full axle load and full jack loads were applied, and,,

finally, the inflation pressure was lowered to 3.75 N/cm2 inmediately prior

to the test.

57. After an initial starting distance of a few meters, during which

the rotational velocity of the wheel and the carriage velocity were built I
up co the required level of 0.36 RPS (w = 2.26 radians/sec) and 0.76 m/sec,

respectively, the wheel velocity was kept constant and the carriage veloc-

ity -ias decreased tc obtain increasing-slip ccnditions. With a rolling

radius of 33.5 cm, the above-mentioned velocities correspond to 0 percent

slip. This rolling ra-dius was determined for 25 percent tire deflection,

which was an arbitrary decision. In fact, the rolling radius of the ex-

perimental wheel is very diffi-.ult to define, and so is slip, which depends

on the rolling radius. In any case, true slip and true rolling radius can

be determined only on the basis of the actual geometry of the soil-wheel

interface, that is, only after the complete analysis of the test results.

By adopting the arbitrary rolling radius of 33.5 cm, the approximate magni-

tude of the slip was obtained for planning the tests. The notation of sllp

(as opposed to "true" slip) is used in the remainder of this report in this

arbitraryj seLse.

58. In most tests, pressure and piston positions of the internal
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system were not completely stable at the end of the starting period, i.e.
at zero slip. The later analysis of the television recordings showed that
the stabilization of the internal cystem w- .ually reached vat about
3-5 percent slip. The zero-slip condition could have been extended over a
certain length of the test course until stabilization of the system, and
the zero-slip condition could thus have been included in the analysis. But
this procedure would have wasted too much of the rather restricted length
(15 m) of the test cours( Since the analysis of the test data focused on
the maximum pul/load condition, which ususally occurred between 10 and
25 percent slip, and since zero slip did not describe any particular con-
dition of Lhe experimental wheel in any case, the extreme low slip range
was not included in th' analysis.

59. Toward the end of the first tests, the experimental wheel tendedto break 4 own under high slip condition, i.e. to develop a leak at the tire
rim, probably because of excessive deformations. Therefore, the tests were
not extended beyond approximately 50 percent slip. Thus in most cases, the
actual slip tested ranged from 5 to approximately 50 percent, which was
sufficient for the purpose pursued.

60. Besides the already mentioned visual observation of piston move-
ment and pressure variations of each cylinder of the internal system by atape-recording camera, the measurements included oscillograph recordings of
load, torqvie, drawbar pull, slip, vertical displacements of the wheel axle,
and strain-gage readings of the sliding shoe.

61. The tests can be subdivided into four groups according to the
working conditions of the internal system:

a. Tests with favorable rigidity distribution (increasing pres-
sure from the leading to the trailing edge of the soil-wheel

interface). This is the largest grcup.
b. Tests with unfavorable rigidity distribution (decreasing

pressure along the interface).
c. Tests with neutral rigidity distribution (uniform pressure

at the interface). Only a few of these tests were performed.
d. Comparison tests (conventional-tire tests) with the internal

system not in operation.
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PART IV: ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS

Analysis Procedures

General. description

62. Three groups of data were collected and analyzed for each test:

Sa. Data concerning the wheel performance: load, torque, pull,

and slip.

b. Data concerning the geometry of the soil-wheel interface and

of the internal system: vertical axle displacement* and

piston positions.

c. Data concerning the forces in the internal systom: strain

gage readings of the sliding shoe and accumulator pressures.

"o3. Prom the wheel performance data, the maximum pull/load (P/W)

ratio and the corresponaing slip were determined. In this case, however,

slip was only an approximation, the rolling radius being arbitrarily as-

sumed (paragraph 57), and the determined slip value was used in the sense

of a convenient marker for a particularly significant performance parameter,

*maximum pull/load ratio, on which the analysis focused. The efficiency, E ,

was then determined at this slip value.

64. The next step was to determine the geometric conditions of the

test for the slip value at maximum P/W ratio. For this purpose, a full-
size mechanical replica of the internal system was used (fig. 18). The

recorded piston positions wei._ reported and fixed on the replica. The

geometry of the tire contour and of the internal system was then completely

determined and could be reproduced on paper. When the vertical axle

displacement--at the slip value determined for (P/W) -- was subtracted
May.

from the undeflected tire radius, the original soil surface could be drawn.

Sinkage (rut depth) and contact length were graphically determined, with

the bow wave being ignored (see detailed example in paragraph 71). As a

*Zero axle displacement was defined for the undeflected tire prior to
each test and not for the deflected tire as usually done. Therefore,
this measurement is not called "sinkage," which can only be determined
later when tire deformation is considered.
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Fig. 18. Mechanical replica of the experimental wheel

simple characterization for the geometry of the soil-wheel interface, the

ratio I/z was determined, with I being the horizontal projection of the

forward part of the contact length forward of the axle and z being

sinlage (fig. 19).

65. The geometry of the static system and the internal forces being
known, the simplified graphic solution for the determination of the normal

resultant forces, Ri , was applied. The resulting internal tire pressure
was then computed by dividing the Ri forces by the corresponding tire
area and adding the inflation pressure, which was the same for each indi-

vidual area. Finally, the internal pressure distribution over the contact

length was represented in a staircase-type diagram into which the linear
pressure variation line of best fit was drawn. The average pressure over
the contact length was also determined from this diagram.

Detailed exazmle

66. Raw data. To demonstrate the analysis of test data in detail

and to point out some of the problems encountered during the analysis,
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the treatment of the nurierical data of or2 test (with favorable pressure

distribation) is reproduced. The raw data for this test (No. 0011-2) are

given in the following tables in the originally recorded form, i.e. using

the U. S. customary units. In this test, the 0- to 6-in. cone index was

52.8, and inflation pressure was 4 psi.

67. From the wheel performance data (table 4), the pertinent per-

formance paramteters, P/W ratio and efficiency E = PR(I-s)/M, were com-

r..ted (F rolling' radius 33.5 cm). PA/W and F are plotted in

Table

Wheel Performance Data

Station Load (W), lb Pull (P), b Torque (M), ft/lb Slip (s),a

0U35 916 178 396 3.6
904o 94 230 48o 10.5

o-4L 912 226 5o0 17.4

0.50 008 210 0 24.0o

o*55 91k 180 51l2 32.0'I p

: fig. 20 as a f'unction of slip. ';W

T1he maxixmum P1W ratioI

,0.255: occurring at 11.5 Ias
percent slip, and the corre-

sponding efficiency (0.465)

were then determined from I
this Dplot (fig. 20). Fom
table ! (average values ) the

aýctual forces in the pistons

of the mas er cylinders in-
0.2

side the w.eel were computed

usirg equation 9.

0.5

Fig. 20. F.ffiziency and Pli/ t
load ratio veCsus slip for a -

rep resentattive test 0 20 ) 40
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Table 5

Interface Geometry Data

Slave C;'ylinder Piston Position, in.
Slip Vertical Axle Measured Calibration Position witi-

(s) Displacement Cylinde: by Position Respect to Full
Sin. No. Camera (Fual.,y Extended) Extension

3.6 2.4o 1 1.25 0.75 0.50

10.5 2.56 2 1.00 0.75 0.25

17.4 2.60 3 1.50 0.75 0.75

24.0 2.80 4 2.00 0.75 1.25

32.0 3.10 5 2.75 0.75 2.00

6 2.25 0.75 1.50

NOTE: No noticeable variation during test after starting period.

Table 6

Internal System Force Data

Strain Gage Accumulator

Tensile Pressure, psi
Slip Force Accumilator Before After

(S), lb No. Test Test Average*

3.6 20 1 59 59 58.5 (hO)

10.5 28 2 70 70 70.0 (W+)

17.4 34 3 90 90 9o.0 (62)

24.0 36 4 110 115 112.5 (78)'

32.0 39 5 130 130 130.0 (89)

6 150 149 !49.5 (103)

NOTE: No noticeable variation during test.
* Average pressures in N/cm2 are shown in parentheses.

i Table 7

Performance Parameters

I-Station Pulload (P Efficiene Z.) SlHp . Zs,
S0+-35 0. 194 o.4•76 3.6

S 0+40 0.254 0./473 10.5
So+45 o.2148 0.411i 17-4•

S0*50 0. 231 o. 352 Zý4. o
0 +45 0. 196 o.264 32.0o



68. "_.eterm.ination of the geometric conditions. The geometry of the

soil-wheel interface was determined by means of thtý full-scale caechanical

model of the internal syster, (fig. 18). The positions of the pistons were

fixed from nthe results of table 5 (last !olumn); the interface contour and

the piston orientation were thus completely defined and were drawn on pa-

per. The dashed lines in fig. 19 show the result of this operation. The

interface contour is slightly undulating-, a result that is thought to be I
unreasonable because the internal pressure distribution is monotonously in-

creasing over the contact length. There is no reason either for the ex-

ternal coil reaction forces to present local naxima (assuming once more

that the local rigidity is fally under control; that is, without interfer-

ence of carcasc stiffness or tire flexingý'. "Te apparent undulation of the

interface, as determined from the piston position readings, undoubtedly is
caused by leakage of the internal system, and therefore does riot reflect the

actual condit-Joný:.

69'. In fact, the correlation between the slave cylinder pistons and

the interface geometry is based upon the premise of a fixed amount of in-

compressible hydraulic fluid in the internal system (fig. 12). When the

system:, was recalibrated after a certain number of tests, the amount of

fluid in some of the cy•.nders had changed slightly and unsystematically.

The lubrication fluid in the tire probably entered into some cylinders;

others lost part of the hydraulic fluid. Air bubbles are also likely to

have developed during the tests; therefore, the determination of the tire

geometry was not overly reliable. The reliability of the system could have

been increased without major modifications only by recalibrating the -ystIm

after each test. This, however, would have been too time-consuming, since

the wheel had to 1: completely dismantled for the calibration. Also, this

deficiency had been discovered only after half of the test program was com-

pleted. Later in the program, a method was developed -1hat allowed a more

frequent calibration without actual dismantling of the assembly.

70. In cases in which the deter-lined tire geometry was appareatly in

error, the following procedure was followed. 'he fixing screws (fig. 16)

of the model's pistons -visually creating the most buckling were released.

In the case of fig. 19a, these were pistons 3 and 5. The elasticity of
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the shoe then made the model assume another configuration, presentinC, a

much smoother contour of the interface. These screws were then retight-
ened. In the case of fig. i9a, the procedure was repeated with pistons 2

and 4, resulting in the solid-line configuration of f'g. 19a, which was

used for the fu-rther analysis. This procedure implies that the overall
features of &he interface were adequately represented by the original set-
ting. Fig. 19a shows that the geometric differences between the original
and the smoothed-out configuration are minor. The piston forces them-
selves are measured independently and are thus not affected by this corre-
lation, so the effect on the final result of the described operation

remains negligible.

71. The recorded vertical displacement (table 5) for 11.5 percent
slip was 2.57 in. (=6.5 cm). The actual soil surface was reconstructed by

subtracting the axle displacement from the -ndeflected tire radius: 34.6 -

6.5 = 28.1 cm (fig. 10a). The true sinkaege (z) was then deterrined from
fig. 19a to be 3.6 cm, and the horizontal projection of the forward part
of the contact length (t) to be 21.1 cm (ignorirg the bow wave). To char-
acterize roughly the geometry of the interface, the ratio i/z 21.1/3.6 =

5.85 was used.

72. By connecting the end points of the pistons (articulations in
fig. 9), the line of action of the Si forces was determined (fig. 19a).

Finally, the piston lines were prolonged until they intersected with the
interface. At the point of intersection, the norrmls to the interface were
drawn. T-h geometric conditions were now known. In the given case, only

pistons 3-6 actually fell w-ithin the contact length and contributed to the

local rigidity. In all tests, piston 1 was outside the interface. The
tire surface area corrcsponding to piston 6 was assumed fully in contact

with the si.L, so that the contact length extended backward beyond the last
piston for 3-> cm (see fig. 19a).

15. At this point of the a-•alysis, the question arose as to how the

rolling radius and thus the slip should be defined. In the case in fig.
l9a, the smallest distance from the ayle to the interface happens to co-
incide with the vertical radius beneath the axle, equal to 31.7 cm. By

tas!ing this value for the rolling radius (Ra), Aie computed slip would be:
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a - - (i - s) • 1- - 0.1.5) 31 .7 '

as coieparx-d with s - '. 115 previously obtaiined.

74. It nas always been recog-nized, however, that any definition of

the roiling radius for deforming tires on yielding soils is arbitrary.

Lesides the simallest and the vertical radius (which did not al-ays coin-

cide), the mean radius over the contact length or the radius for the half

contact angle could be proposed and justified equally well. Since actual

Srollig radius and slip were not essential for the evaluation of the test

retilts, these data were not included in the analysis. In this context,,

it is i.ortan•t• to ncote that the efficiency as defined in parageaph 28 does

not depend on the definition of slip and rolling radius, as seen by the

first expression of E in equation 5. A-l the elements of the first ex-

prezsicn are directly measurable in the test facility. Thbe second expres-

sicn can be derived from these meaEurements if the rolling radius, which,

in turn, determines the slip value, is kuno-wn.

75- Determirnation of local rigiditj. The piston forces (table 8)1

Table 8
Piston Forces

P•isto Force r-iston Force i

1 192 4 389!
S234. 44,

3 3Z06 6 516

were separated into tneir normal and twngential components (fig. 19a).

Correctly, vectors N. and T. should hoave en drawn sc as to intersect

-Ai lectors Sh However, for the salke of clarity, It.e presenLation in

fig. 19a was preferred. The strain gage reaing at. slip s = O.115 was

interpolated from. table 6 to be S - 20 1 7r Force S1 was deter-

_,ned from equation 1i as S1 = i N , with the a 0gle e being graphically
determined from fig. 19Oa•

7(. The simplified graphic snl'tion developed in paragraphs 45-53

and described in detail In Appendix A is shown in fig. i9b. The heavy
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lines represent the resulting forces RI-R6 , Niich arc not shown in

fig. 19a. (See figs. 13 and 14 for tne complete force system.) "Me as-

sumed friction coefficient of k = 0.1 turned out to be a good estimate,
S

since the remaining force S7 = 14 N was nehligibly smrall in comparison

with the acting forces. Further refinement of the solution would not hava
changed the magnitude of the Ri forces appreciably. For the examplc pre-

sented, the difference between corresponding N. and R. forces is minor.
1 1

This, however, is not the general case.

77. The corresponding tire surface for every piston (except for pis-

tons 1 and 2) was approximately 7 cm by 11 cm = '77 cm , within the emaller

dimension in the direction of travel. The total local -ire pressure

(equivalent to rigidity) was obtained by dividing the R. forces by the

corresponding tire area and adding the inflation pressure. The results of

these computations are tabulated below and shown in a staircase diagram in

fig. 21.

Table 9

Determiration of Locall Rigidity

Pressure Inflation Total
R. Forces Tire Area Caused by R. Pressure Pressure

2iston 2 c 2  2f 2No. N cm_ _ _.Ni__

1 176 110 1.60 2.76 4.36
2 234 93.5 2.50 2.76 5.26

3 300 77 3.89 2.76 6.65

4 374 77 1-.86 2.,76 7.-612

5 433 77 5.62 2.76 8.38

6 517 77 6.71 2.76 9.47

78. The average internal pressure over the contact length was de-

termined to be a = 8.03 N/cm2 , and the pressure variation within the

contact length (rigidity variation) to be 0.13 N/cm2/cz. In cases in Adch
the contact length did not coincide with a full individual piston area
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length, the proportion of the area within the contact length was taken into
i consideration.

i Final Test Results

Presentation

79. Approximabely 70 tests were conducted with the internal system

in operation. In addition, about 2C base-line tests, in which the tire was

used as a conventional tire with various inflation pressures, were run for
comparison purposes. In these comparison tests, the internal hydraulic

system was not charged; the inflation pressure pushed the master pistons

inside the wheel upward (fig. 12) so that the sliding shoe actually was not

in contact with the tire. Therefore, no geometric data an the soil-wheel

interface could be recorded for the baze-line tests. Because of the com-
-plexity of the experimental wheel and the delicate test technique, 32 tests

had to be disregarded for various reasons. A total of 58 tests (26 with

favorable presmsre distribution, 13 with unfavorable distribution, 4 with
neutral preru-ure distribution, and 15 base-line tests) could be ccnsidered

successful and were analyzed an described in the preceding paragraphs. The
final results are listed in tables 10 and 11.

80. The (P/Wý) ratio is plotted for the mediui--dense and dense
max
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Table 10 '

Final Test Results on M•e.u -Dense Sand

Penetration Resistance Gradient -2.72 14/cMr
0-6 in. CI -30; Axle Load W -- 3550 N

Penetration Average
Resistant Sink- Forward Pres- Pressure
Gradient suxremm EfA- age Length/ lip

Test Pull/Load ciency (z) Sink-ag-e (s) ure Increase
Ifo. (#/W) c_.) Z) y e em 2  tJ21c

0057B 2.76 0.16 0.255 6.3 3.1 20 8.7 O.14

0058B 2.81 0.13 0.22 3.2 6.0 20 9.6 0.175

0059B 2.67 0.175 0.28 6.7 2.8 20 8.25 0.09

00C 2.68 0.215 0.325 5.3 3.95 21.5 7.20 0.08
0062B 2.94 0.245 0.40 4.4 4.7 22 6.30 0.11

0064B 2.66 0.245 0.355 4.2 4.7 20 6.1 0

0066B 2.84 0.2h 0.38 4.1 5.1 22 6.55 o.165

00673 2.72 0.225 0.36 5.1 4.4 21.5 6.45 o.14

0069B 2.66 0.24 0.375 4.4 4.85 20 6.30 0.13

007CE 2.72 0.19 0.32 5.3 4.65 16.5 7.0 -0.09

0071B 2.82 0.25 0.39 4.4 4.7 22 6.25 0.11

0072B 2.79 0.225 0.345 h.7 4.0 24 6.5 0.20

00733 2.86 0.235 0.37 4.8 4.7 18 6.15 0

0074B 2.73 0.24 0.38 4.3 5.1 20 6.2 0.13

0075B 2.80 0.185& 0.31 4.7 5.2 17.5 7.15 -0.115W
0076B 2.76 0.245 0.38 4.4 5.0 22 6.o 0.13

00773 2.65 0.175 0.285 5.9 4.1 17 7.4 -O.1O

007aB 2.80 0.155 0.26 5.6 3.4 20 8.7s 0.135

0079B 2.67 0.17 0.275 5.5 4.1 17 7.8 -0.12

0001-2 3.00 0.245 0.435 4.6 4.3 15 5.6 0.10

=004-2 2.81 0.245 0.385 6 3-9 17 5 -0.065

0052B 2.78 0.12 0.225 Ccqarison 20 10.35 --

00533 2.67 0.175 0.32 tests ith 20 8.20 --no pres-
"0054o• 2.73 0.215 0.385 sure in 20 6.90 --

008M 2.74 0.25 0.41 the inter-ns3 system 20 5.5 --
0081B 2.72 0.285 o.1455 22 4.15 --

0082B 2.84 0.305 0.1455 22 3.45 --

1-NOME: Inflation pressure for tests 0001-2 and 0004-2 was 2.07 I/cm2 , instead
of 2.76 N/cm2.

1• 2• _ _
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Table U

Final Test Resilts on Dense Sand

Penetration Resistance Gradient G .54 N/cm3

0-6 in. CI = 50; Axle Load W = 4000 N

tPenetration • vea"Peerto Sinfk- Forward Average=

Resista•zt maxim= Effi- Pres- Ptessure
Gradientage Length Slip se Inrae

Test tPall/Load ciency (z) Sinkage (s) 2
No. N/cm3  (P_/W_ _E Cm ( _iz) .. i

0089B 4.88 0.15 0.30 5.6 3.4 10 12.8 0.23

0090B r.03 0.16 0.31 3.6 5.3 12 12.9 0-235

0091B 4.81 0.165 0.315 4.0 4.7 11.5 12.0 0.30

0092B 4.63 0.16 0.29 1. 3  4.2 14 12.0 0.275

0093B 4.75 o.18 0.35 4.8 3.8 12 11.7 0.20

0094B 4.74 0.175 0.335 4.0 4.7 11 1 .7 0.175

0095B 4.a97 0.185 0.325 5.5 3.5 12 U.1 0.06

0063 4.74 0.175 0.32 4.1 4.9 12 11.25 0.065
0097B 4.42 0.175 0.33 4.1 4.8 10.5 10.3 -0.06

0398B 4.25 0.195 0.35 5 4.1 12 10.2 0

00909B 4.83 0.195 0.325 3 6.t 10 9.15 -0.125

011B L. 99  o.185 0.315 3.41 6.35 14 9.75 -0. 0

0010-2 4.74 0.285 0.475 4.2 5.5 U-5 6.9 0.09
0011-2 h.7 9  0.255 0.465 3.6 5.85 11.5 8-05 0.13

0012-2 4.76 0.275 0.485 4.0 6.75 13.0 7.5 0.07
0013-2 4.76 0.26 0.405 3.8 6.15 14 7.75 -0.1

0015-2 4.42 0.205 0.37 4.8 4.7 12.5 9.4 -0.09

0016-2 4.69 0.22 0.38 5.1 4.3 14 9.6 0.07

0017-2 !,.78 0.245 o.425 4.9 4.6 13 8.0 -0.115

0018-2 4.74 0.2( 0.465 3.6 6.1 12 7.0 0

0019-2 4.73 0.26 0.415 4.5 4.95 14 7.25 -0.1

0021-2 4.64 0.13 0.25 4.9 4.3 13 11.7 -o.14

0103B 4.87 o.24 0.46 Comparison 15 8.3 --
0104B 4.86 0.265 0.51 tests with 13.5 8.3 --

no pressure 13.
0105B L.92 0.285 0.515 in the in- 15 6.2 --

0106B 5.05 0.295 0.53 ternal 13 6.2 --

0108B 4.91 0.30 0.53 16 4.8 --

0005-2 4.60 o.145 0.35 16 13.75 --

oo06-2 4.4o 0.16 0.35 16 12.4 -

0007-2 4.48 0.-T, 0.485 17.5 4.8 --

0009-2 4.86 0.295 0.49 4.8 --

NOE: Tests 0089B through 010B were programmed with assumed rolling radius
R =23.5, instead of R =33.5.
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ti ýMx soa a 1'unction of the average pressure a in figs. 22 and 23, re-
a

w~p--co.*Qy, with the magnitude of the pressure (rigidity) variation as a

WWRi# represented ý)y the length and direction of the arrows. The main
t.bth# (T1W) value in the average pressure a :the

"'fnni~u- n wlih dee'reta~ing average pressure, which is a known[ ~ ~ Vi1.n this genarail trend, the reaults for tests with

*v- -- Pahl an4 to~ prozssure dis-tribution (upward and downward ar-

T*pq- V-e.ectiVe- y separate into two distinct curves, as shown by

lltnes\. ý.r soilv, the favorable pres.'ure distribution

-tV1 rlnt-V ý: (W/t) values than the unfavorable pressure

~ ~ ~ mc erage press-ure. T~o clearly outperform the con-

ki;- pen circles in figs. 2-2 and 23) wa im~ossite,

i4 16it endency In that direction siight be observed in

%ev preagures.V The rate of internal pressure varia-

t -V 4*otA- of the tires. The data on tests with neutral

i~ ~ 4~tone ae too searce to allow a firm statement.

PJ, iThter -;f~m at (P/W) mxis plotted in an analogous manner

ip 'Algo - 1 A n mw M for Utitc medium-dense and dense sands, respectively. In
th~s 4ea, h~iheaterof he data is larger thanfrte

vhiaust This , hwmeve-r, in normal since both the energy input and output

4ata are reflocted in the efficiency. The highly cooplex internal system

of the experimental wheel absorbs part of the input energy in a more-or-

less uncontrolled manner. For this reason, the conventional tire clearly

operates with a higher zfficiency,, except in the range of low average pres-

mires. Nevertheless,, if the scatter region is delineated and hatched sepa-

rately for favorable and unfavorable pressure distributions, both regions

are clearly distinguishable without overlapping. The favorable pressure

distribution persistently yields a higher efficiency than the unfavorable

*Because of tire flexig,& and sidewall stiffness., the mean rigidity for
these tests is higher than the inflation pressure, especially in the
range of low average pressures. Consideration of this fact would, shift
the conventional-tire data (open circles in figs. 22-25) in the low rver-
age pressure range to the right., and thus produce a more consistent
picture.
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preszure cUirtrihution, with the neutral distribuation data being almost ex-

actly between these region- (fig. 25).

Interpretaticn and discussion I
82. For two reasons, the discussion of the final test results cen- 1

ters on the coiparison of tests wiith favorable and unfavorable pressure

distribution, i.e. without consideration of the conventional-tire tests

(baseline tests):

a. TVe rigidity distribution for the conventional-tire tects

was largely uncontrolled; therefore, there is no basis

for i~cupariscn. * I
b. T7he highly complex internal mystem of the experimental wI*eel

constitutes a handicap that favors the conventional tires,
particularly Vith respect to efficiency. There are no means

to accomit qualitatively for this effect, and a correct

basis for the comparison of the experimental wheel and con-

ventional tires is thus lacking also from this point of

83. Furthermore, t~hese tests havre been contaucted to check a prin-

ciple, i.e. whether or not wheel performance can be influenced by a control

of local rigidity and to what extent. The inclusioa of conventional tires

(with uncontrolled rigidity distribution) in the couparison would cloud

this main issue and would shift the interest to the question of whether or

not conventional tires can be outperformed by the experimental wheel. Al-

though a positive answer to this question wvuld have given additional in-

centive to the test program, the performance of a conventional tire was not
the i-ssue.

84. The tires with favorable pressmre distribution not only develop
more pull over the total range of the conditions tested, but also do so
with higher efficiency, as shown in figs. 22-25. The performance variation,

expressed in percentages, is given in table 12, the reference values being

the mean values between the data lines in figs. 22 and 23 and the mean

values between the data scatter limits in figs. 24 and 25, as indicated in

* See footnote on vjage 46.
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Table 12

Percent-2ges of Performance Var-,atic-i ith Respec'

"Performance of Tires with N-eutral Pressure Distribution

Pressure Distribution,
Average Favorable Unfavorabie

Stress, aa Medium-D-nse Medium-Dense
a Sand Pense Sand Sand Dense Sand

+5.8 +7.8 .. .. -5.8 -3.5 --

7 +6.4 +7.4 +2.5 -.3.4 -6.4 -3.4 •-2.5 : -5.9

9 +7.9 +5.8 +7.6 +6.1 -7.9 -4.6 -(.6 -9.9

ii -- -- +13.0 '9.8 -13.0 -13.5

the figures. These reference values can reasonably be assumedi tc corre-

spond to test data with neutral pressure distribution, which were, however,

not numerous enough to substantiate this assumption (see fig. 25b). The

performance variations generally increase (-.ith a few exceptions) with

increasing average pressure.

85. A more mearixngfu. representation is obtaiied if the results w-ith

favorable pressure distribution are cQpared directly •with those with un-fa-

vorable px essure distribution (table 13). The results in table 13 might be

Table 13

Percentages of Performance Increases withi Respect to the Performance

of Tires with Unfavorable Pressure Distributicn

Average
Stesa E.

a Medium-Dense Dense Medium-Dense Dense

N/cm' Send Sand Sand Sand

5 +.+ 2 ----

+13.2 6 +4-. . +10.0
9 +17.2 +16.: +11.2 +16.5

-- +29.3 -- +27.2

compared direztty with the theoretical results presented in paragraphz 32-
38 by asmociating the unfavorable pressure distribution with the ) C. .4
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condition and the favorable pressure distribution with the X = 0.6 con-

dition. Then the order of magnitude of the performance increaz;es derived

from the theoretical study (P/W -. + 22.4 percent, E -* 21.3 percent - 29

percent, paragraphs 33 and 35) becomes comparable to the experimental re-

suIts in table 13. Also, the theoretically anticipated trend for less

performance increase on stronger soils (paragraphs 37 and 38) is found to

be confirmea by the experimertal results (with one exception) if tcsts uith

the same average pressure are compared (table 13). These considerations

are only tentatively included and do not, by aiy means, imply that the test

Although the reality of the soil-wheel interaction is recognized to be far.

more complex than the simple assumptions of the theoretical study, the good

quantitative agreement between theoretical -nd experimental results is

thought to be noteworthy.

86. D|o correlation has been found between the rate of pressure vari-

ation over the contact length and the performance increase. This points to

the previously discussed fact (paragraphs 18 and 19) of a certain threshold
value of maximum soil reaction stresses and maximum soil stress variations.

Beyond this threshold, a further ircrease of rigidity variation is ineffec-

tive as far as soil reactiono are concerned. Yt is therefore concluded

from the presented test data that this threshold condition was reached or

passed for &ll tests conducted (except for the neutral pressure distribu-

tion tests, of courseý so t•it +Jte test results simply split into favor-
able and unfavorable groups without ftu-ther t-radual distinction. Th..is con-

clusion was reache after the tf:st prog!ram had been cam.leted. No attempt

was made to clariPi this question and to identifj this threshold condition
quantitatively by resuming the testing, since the experimental wheel was

thcught to be too clumzy a rarhine to permit refined testing methods.
87. The variation and zontrol of each tire pressure affect not only

the rigidity distribution, but also the geometry of the scil-wheel inter-

face. 1n fact, rigidity di stributicn and geometry- cannot truly t• sepa-

r•ated. They are interdependent and can be considered the two faces of the

same -oin. 1herefore, it imirgt be argued that the observed performance
-rariations are due to variation oi the ge•metry of the soil-wheel
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interface, and not to variation of the rigidity pattern.

88•. To check this argu-ent, the test results were re.lotted in

figs. 26 and 27 in a manner analogous to that us-ed in figs. 22-25, except

that the high and low aspect ratios, 1/z , are introduced as parameters

instead of favorable and unfavorable pressure distributions. The closed

circles in these figures represent test results with lower-than-average and

the open circles higher-than-average l/z values. The average 1/z

I MEDILtM-OMNSE SANDG:-- 2 72 N/Cii3

-I O ON CIZ301

-W =3$SON - -----

I . I

0 ____ ____---

'0

MEAN (Fftu 0 0

TABLE 10): 4.43 OI go

ok < ,.4> 3

0.1
4 5 6 7 aI I so) o

AVERAGE PRESSURE cr., N/CMa

0 0 ENSESAND

0 0 (-6ts.CI= so)

I l ;lI ii I

TAIL: 11): 4s98

0 1> II 4Z 40

1 6 7 i ,o9 to ,t z 1
-__ ___t -___ _ __ _ _ __ _ _

AViERAGE PRESSURE 06. N/CM
2

Fig. 26. Influence of aspect ratio 9/z o-i maxim= pull/load ratio;
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values were determined from tables 10 and 11 as the arithmetic meais, 4.43

and 4.8, for the medium-dense and dense sand tests, respectively. In

figs. 26 and 27, the open and closed symbols intermix in a completely ran-

doma manner, suggesting that the 1/z value has no detectable influence on

the Merformance of the tire. Although the 1/z value is recognized to be

a very rough charecterization of the interface geometry, and although tne

geometrizal data collected probably are the least reliable (see paragraphs

68-70), a major trend, if present, would certainly have shown up in these

Splots.

89. To conclude from these results, however, thAt interface geometry

and wheel performance are totally unrelated would be unreasonable. The in-

terface geometry necessarily influences tie wheel performance, but this

effect seems to be largely offset by the predominant influence of the in-

terface rigidity in the test conditions given. Therefore, in contrast to

the usual explanation (see paragraph 5), the perfoDmance improvement of

low-pressure tires is probably due mainly to an improved stress distribu-

tion, while the effect of the obviously imprcved interface geometry is

minor.
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?ARFT V: CCVCEPr FU)R A 1MORE EFFECTIVE HiEMEL

90. This part of the report briefly explores the possibility of

applying the principle of controllod circumferential rigidity to a more

effective off-road vheel. Emphasis is placed on deveic;in_ the general

idea presented in schematic drawings, and no attempt is made to solve the

nmny problems of design and actual construction of such a wheel. "The point

is stressed that the pure realization of the princip3le of controlled rigid-

itj, i.e. a wheel working without additional energy input, does not seem =

possible for practical p~urposer. Any rationally designed wheel witb con-

trolled local rigidity will have to rely on an aexiliary power soul-ce in

addition to the axle torque input. It then become.r rather difficult, if
not inmossibie, to split the performance increase accurately it.to the

fraction caused by the rigidity control and that caused by increased energy

input. For this reason, the experimental wheel reported herein had to be a

pure, but highly impractical, realization of the original V-;a of con-

trolled rigidity. The experimental validation of this principle would not

hay,. been possible with the wheel proposed in this part of the report.

91. Throughout this report the terms "local rigidity" and "1.oc1 in-

ternal pressure" have been used synonymously in connection wiTh the expe-- I

mental wheel. 1 The straightfcr-jard application of this idea leads to a

milti~ompartment tire with inflation pressure control for each individual

compartment.

9,2. A simple device nf this kind is shown schematically in fig. 28.

The rotating wheel slides against a nonrotating Uircular pressure distrib-

utor provided with airflow channels that are connected to a compressor.

This implies a dimensionally correct definition of r:.gidit•. Rigidity
generally is defined as the resistance of a system to deformation. If
a single force is applied, the dimmsion of rigidity is force/length
(N/cm); if a ntress is applied, rigidity has the dimension of stress/
length (N/cm5). The definition and dimension of rigidity are system
dependent. Rigidity might as well be defined as the resistance to de-
formation per some characteristic length. In this case, the dimension
of rigidity is N/cm2 , which justifi.'2s the synonymous use of press-are and
rigidity. As :haracteristic lengtlh, tire section height or wheel radius
right be chosen.
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Fig. 28. Schema of a multicompartment tire

j The comparbnents of the tire are connected 'o these airflow channels by in-

dividual inlets moving along the channels as the wheel rotates. While a

ccumpartment is in contact with the lower, high-pressure channel that cor-

re•ponds to the interface position, the pressure of that compartment h.-

creases as it passes along the soil-wheel interface. After the considered

coMartment leaves the interface, its inlet comes into ccntact with the

I
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upper, low-pressure channel so that the original low pressure o"' thnŽ com-

partment is restored.

93. Te proposed design does not allow an individual pressure con-

trol in eac" compartment--this would require a much more sophisticated

devic,'--but i% assures a roughly linear increase of the internal tire

pressure (rigidity) along the interface. The rate of pressure increase

er thL- cont.act langth is a function of rotational velocity, air pres-

x-re, and cross section of the air ducts within the wheel. Therefcre,

4 the overall pressure distribution within the contact zone can be cort-

.,t'o,1 .xaring one or more of these parameters, preferably the air f
pre.u-e of the airfl--er channels. A more sophisticated air-pressure

distribution control could be obtained by regulating the individual air

inlets. This would permit experimental identification of the optimum ri-

gidity patterm within the frame of a general pressure increase.

94. The tests with the experimental wheel showed that the thresh-

old for the rigidity increase over the interface on sa!d is not very high.

Therefore, the energy consumption of the compressor and the maximum pres-

sure in each compartment probably will not be excessive. For this reason,

it appears feasible to protect the compartments from popping out by wrap-

ping the *tire" in a ductile membrane, or by some other simple means. Fur-

thermore, the airflow through the wheel-compressor system c-erates as a ji
closed circuit, which also reduces the energy consumption of the compressor.

95. The concept of a multicompartment tire, as outlined above, was

developed from the consideration of how wheel performance on soft, level

soil surfaces cculd be improved. The proposed design is a fairl good

material realization of the segmented wheel concept, recently dew-lopel as

a mathematical model to study dynamic ride characteristics of vehicles on
9rough terrain. In this model, the tire defor-mation properties are

represented by a radial arrangement of springs (segments) of equal stiff-

uess equivalent to the uniform inflation pressure. The segments correspond

to the compartments of the multicompartment tire, and the spring stiffness

to the air pressure for each compartment.

96. Undoubtedly, a variation of the spring stiffness within the con-

tact zone will, more or less, affect the dynamic ride characteristics of
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the wheel. If. in a computer simulation ,. the segriented wheel 'Ael, a
pressure distribution could be_ determined tklla,. sbnfcn lm -prcves ride

djn.amics, it would be an additional incentive to atuýally build and us, '.!.o

proposed wheel. There are reasons to believe that this pressure variatlon

is similar to the favorr&ble pressure distribution for soft-soil performanee

improvements, i.e. ian,ýeasing from the forward to the rearward edge of the

interface. The rela ,1-_Iy soft forward edge of the interface tends to

attenuate the first si. produced by an encountered ýround irregularity;

the shock is then incrcr i, 1,ly dampened as the stiffer compartments core

into contact with the , le.

97. The prowosea icompartment tire will not suffer from the

handicap (all too £amili nobility research) of being an overspecial-

ized device that fails . ,fways. If equal pressure is applied in all

compartments, the tire p 'xsance probably will not be too different from

that of normal tires.

93. Finally, refer a is mne to two papers in which the idea of

multicompart•ent tires hs.- been adi xated, in a quite different context,

however. MaLeod 1 0 prof. ,es to infl encc the pressure distribution across
the wheel by means of e.x "wn-nular compartment tire" to improve the load-

carrying capacity of tha uhneel on layered soils. In reference 11, develop-

ment of a milticca•partment tire sizilar to the one proposed herein and

tests with a model tire are described. Hovever, the purpose of this latter

construction was to replace the convenLional engine and gear box of ve-

hicles and to make the wheeL itse]i' the proflling unit by providing •he

driving power directly at the wheel periphery. in fact, the compartments

of this tire are combvistion chabhers. This solution requires extremely

high pressure and temperature resistance of the tire material and, there-

fore, is not practical at the present time.

99. Although based on different starting considerations, the multi-

compartment tires, as proposed in reference 11 and in this report, work

with increasing tire pressure from the forward to the rearward edge of the

interface. Thus, there are no conflicting requirements, i.e. the addi-

tional enery necessary to obtain the favorable pressure distribution also

acts in a favorable manner from the point cr' view developed in reference 11
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in that it directly propels the wheel. So the advantages of the wheel

design developed herein are twofold: favx.rable pressure distribution and

favoraole enerLZy dlstribution at the soil-wheel interface. They may be

thr-ee Fold if the proposed dynamic styiies show this favorable pressure dis-

".ribut*on to be beneficial also from, a ride dynamics viewpoint.

tj
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j ~PART VI: COUCLUS"IMfS .,%ND

Conclusicns

100. The test device does not perrit quantitativ:e assczsments, but

the following conclusions are belie .eed to be warranted by the findirngs ofItaij study:a. Maxinp-m pull and efficiency cf tires on sand depend on the

local internal tire pressure distribution within the soil-

wheel interface.

b. The control of this pressure distribution is an effective

means of improving the perfoirr.ce of wheels on cand.

c. The pressure distribution that continuously increases from

the forward to rearward edge of the interfa-e is favorable.

The wheel then not only develps more pull, but also oper-

ates at higher efficiency.

d. For maxirmm performance increase, only a slight rate of

pressure variation is necessary for the tested conditions.

e. Effects of Interface geometry on pull and efficiency are

neLAgib.e for the tested conditions.

f. There are no theoretical reasons that exclude the principle

of controlled tire pressure (rigidity) distribution from.

application to off-road mobility in sand.

Recommendations

101. It is recommended that:

a. Similar tests with the experimental wheel be conducted in

cohesive soils to broaden the spectrum of possible

applications.

b. Computer studies be made with the segmented-wheel model to

assess the possibly favorable effects on ride dynamics ol

increasing tire pressure distribution.
Sc. A prototype- of the proposed mAlticov~ ~tment tir-e be con-

structed to obtain quantitative assesssr'Aat. of tire

perfor-mnce variations and limitations.
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VI APFP•fiD" A: SIU41,FID G±LAT.-C SOUITIOCU ,
DECRMMINATION OF I 2-1'VA Fo.. ES*

1. Decompose the forces P into norral (N) and tangential (T)

components (fig. 14). Choose a convenient sc-?.e to represent the forces
by a lengthl.

2. Compute the force S from the strain gage readings:

s
'1 2 sin 6

3. Starting from a point, M (fig. 16), draw all s-lines parallel to

the corresponding lines in the static system.
4. Transpose the length S1 ; reduce this length by the length T1 ;

and mark the point Q.

5. Draw the line N1 from the point Q1 , parallel to N1 in the
static system, and transpose the corresponding length from the point 1

6. The N line cuts the S -line in a point U1 . Denote the1 2 iaon 1 .Dnt h
remaining free length of N as R,

7. Reduce the S2-line, counting from U1 toward M , by ksR1 + T2
k being a factor. Choose k = 0.1 for the first trial. Mark the thus

s s
obtained point on the S2 -:ine Q 2 • (Atterrnion: T1 always has to be
transposed according to its sign. T6 is almost always negative and the
S6 -Uine thus has to be prolonged beyond the point U6  instead of being

reduced.)

8. Repeat steps 5-7, starting with Q2 , and thus determine succes-
sively R 2 , R3 ,R ,R 5 , d 6 .R 6 is alvays equal to N6 .

9. Compute ksR6 (= O.1R 6 ) and compare it with the length K6 . If
0.1R6 < )Q6 + 20 percent , the whole operation is to be repeated with a
slightly increased ks value (ks = 0.12). If O.1R6 > •6 + 20 percent ,

repeat with a decreased k5 value (k. = 0.08). If k R6 = M•6 + 20 per-

cent , the approimation is considered sufficient.

• Reference figs. V: and 16 in main text of this report.
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